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Perfect a new language with easy and free to get back into reading with

When New Year's resolutions seem doomed to failure, why not pick a learning path instead?

Learn more about your Wheeler.

Wheeler.

capacity and now as we begin 2019, this vital role will be held by Thurston County Trustee Joe

Each year, the President of the Board rotates. In 2018, Lewis County Trustee Brian Zylstra served in that

EFS.gov.

For more information visit TRL.org

may contact the library one week in advance. All Timberland programs are free and open to the public.

individual supporters. Anyone needing special accommodations to participate in a library's programs

explained, “In Yelm, the GRAVITY instructor is Trina

barrier.” Yelm Library Manager Nicole Thode

lives. To offer educational, training, and job opportunities to their rural students, GRAVITY drop-in

DigitalLearn

by Governor Inslee.

Enjoy this free library resource on your computer and across many devices, including Apple TV, iOS,

Grant

documentaries; Kanopy even offers movies for children.

It's quick to sign up for an account. Just verify your email, add your library card number and PIN, and get

The GRAVITY program focuses on re-engagement for those who are significantly behind in credits in

It's easy to find online. Go to TRL.org under Books and More, select

The Under-Appreciated Potential for Large, Severe Wildfires in Western Washington

For more information, access the Timberland Regional Library eNewsletter.

The future of the Timberland Regional Library depends upon your support.

Best wishes,

Timberland Regional Library Director

The Board of Trustees for

As we ring in 2019, I would like to personally thank all seven members of TRL’s Board of Trustees for

Emergency Preparedness: Gas and Electric Safety -

Adding fewer stickers so we can process new books quickly, allowing us to get popular, high-

Using NEW item labels so you can find the newest items fast.

Creating sections for our most popular genres, including the addition of a new section for Romance
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